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This example of a Computing in Cardiology program abstract was prepared
from a LaTeX template. A program abstract should be similar to a mini-paper,
with an introduction (why is the problem worth studying?), methods, results,

Waveform boundaries, as
estimated by participants in
the Challenge.

and, if the results do not speak for them-
selves, a conclusion. It must fit on a single
140x215 mm page in a 110x180 mm rectan-
gle, including the title block. The title and
authors are in 12 and 10 point Helvetica,
respectively, and the abstract body is in 10
point Times Roman.

The abstract can include equations, a fig-
ure, or a table. Be sure that the abstract is
legible in black and white, and that any in-
cluded text is no smaller than 6 points. Look
at the template to see how the figure, equations, and table were included in it.
These elements should be used sparingly if at all, and it is not recommended to
include all three, as this example does. Equations can be included:

RRi = a0 + a1 sin(ω1ti + φ1) + a2 sin(ω2ti + φ2) + a3z (1)

ti+1 = ti +RRi (2)

and mathematical expressions can also be incorporated in the text. For exam-
ple,RRi above is the RR interval beginning at ti, z is a random variable evenly
distributed between -1 and 1, and the other parameters are arbitrary constants.

Results of the Challenge
Division Best Typical
Manual 6.67 ms 10-20 ms
Automated 16.34 ms 20-30 ms
Open-Source 17.33 ms 20-30 ms

Captions go beneath figures,
but above tables. An abstract
should not include footnotes or a
bibliography.

Conference program abstracts
are normally due on or before
15 April each year, a deadline that

is occasionally shifted a few days if another major conference coincides with
15 April. Check the Call for Papers for this year’s conference to confirm the
date of the deadline. All submitted abstracts are reviewed in late May or early
June, and authors are notified by mid-June if their abstracts have been accepted.


